Discuss Behavior, Not Issues
Expert Advice
to Resolve
Workplace Discord Hoshi looked at me in exasperation
while Kurt sank back in his chair, both
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signaling hopelessness. We were an
hour and a half into the second
session of a challenging workplace
resolution effort. Hoshi and Kurt were
leaders in their organization but could
seldom work together without their
professional disagreements devolving
into assumed personal affronts or
suspected power plays. As occasionally happens, the mediation effort
was sloshing through a swamp of
molasses, going nowhere.
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At such times, it can be helpful to
switch to a fresh topic on which
progress might be possible. If you’ve
done your preparatory work with the
people in conflict, you’ll have
developed a simple and neutral list of
topics from which to pick another item
for discussion. While you’ll eventually
need to resume your efforts to resolve
issue A, the task will be easier if the
participants have experienced a
breakthrough on issue B. With this in
mind, I suggested, “Since it’s been
challenging to develop agreements
about how to coordinate to meet the
quarterly deadline, let’s focus on the
decision-making issue that’s on your
list of other topics.”

I’d like to say this was the session’s
beautiful breakthrough moment. I’d like to
report that after they developed an
elegant and heartfelt agreement about
decision-making
protocols,
Kurt
suggested a solution to the deadline
issue, which Hoshi modified slightly and
to which they both agreed. However, that
isn’t what happened. Instead, they took
another five-star tour to the swampy
morass. Their disagreements about
decision-making became as sticky as
their tussle over meeting deadlines.
I know things are looking bleak for Hoshi
and Kurt, but don’t worry—this tip sheet is
called “Conflict Solutions.” There’s always
another option. The next alternative I tried
was a technique entitled “Discuss Behavior, Not Issues.” During heated
exchanges, it’s easy to become so fixated
on the issues that we don’t consider how
they’re being discussed. As a savvy
resolver, you can set aside the discussion
topics and shift attention to the ways in
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